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jt2go desktop app provides the richest feature set of all the supported platforms. the desktop app
will display not only.jt files but.vfz session files authored in the siemens digital industry software

flagship teamcenter visualization product. supported features include; product structure, pmi
including model views, cae results, and cross sectioning. for a full listing of jt2go desktop features

and system requirements see the links on this page. the size of the product and the number of
components make it increasingly difficult to create and maintain documentation. teamcenter makes

it simple to manage and organize documentation in a single tool. an intuitive interface makes it
simple to create, view and edit documentation quickly, easily and efficiently. and an inline
commenting feature makes it simple for team members to leave comments directly in the

documentation. teamcenter uses the microsoft windows operating system and microsoft office. with
microsoft windows operating system, you can create applications that are fast and easy to install,
manage and run on a wide range of devices. with microsoft office, you have the familiar tools and

services that you've come to rely on: word, excel, powerpoint and outlook. microsoft office provides
the best suite of tools in the industry to design, develop, manage and run applications. teamcenter
makes your applications even more productive. teamcenter can be used as a single-user solution or

be configured to use network shares to provide single or multiple users access to resources on
demand. it's ideal for training, support and developer environments, as well as rapid prototyping and

testing.
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